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Abstract 

Although a large variety of outlier detection techniques have been developed, the algorithms pay less attention to the impact of structure 

factor on semantics for string data, and the threshold is difficult to be given automatically with unknown distribution law of string data, so 

the accuracy of string outlier detection is difficult to be ensured. This paper presents a similarity entropy-based self-adaptive string outlier 

detection method to address this issue. Firstly, semantic similarity is calculated by matrix computation based on word matching, and 

structure similarity is calculated by considering the structure factors. On this basis, string data is mapped into similarity cells, and they are 

detected to identify outlier data by using similarity distance. In order to reduce the sensitivity problem of threshold, the similarity entropy 

histogram is constructed to determine the dynamic threshold. The simulation experiments are conducted to prove the feasibility and 

rationality of this method, and the results show that this method can reduce sensitivity problem of threshold and ensure accuracy. 
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1. Introduction 

 

At present, client information is very important for any enterprise. It can be used to contact clients and extend the enterprise’s 

business. In client information, there are some string data, such as client name, address, and enterprise information. However, 

when the amount of client information increases, string outlier data also increases. Because they have good hiding features in 

information, it is difficult to be found directly. Outlier detection technologies can be used to address this issue.  

 

Currently, outlier detection technologies have been used in finance, meteorological forecast, data cleansing and other 

fields [1]. The research achievements mainly focus on two respects: optimization algorithms [2] and applications [3]. In 

general, there are four kinds of key technologies for outlier detection, which are statistical-based methods [4,5], density-based 

methods [6], distance-based methods [7] and cluster-based methods [8]. Because string data in client information have fewer 

attributes and do not abide by specific probability distribution, the distance-based methods can be used to detect the string 

outliers. 

 

Despite many previous works on outlier detection based on distance, few of them can work well in string outlier detection, 

due to the following challenges: 
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 Because the existing distance-based outlier detection methods do not consider the impact of structure on semantics 

for string data as much, some data that has different structures but similar semantics are likely to be considered as 

the outliers. 

 Single distance measurements can’t ensure the accuracy of string outlier detection. 

 The given threshold has the obvious influence on outlier detection results with unknown distribution law of string 

data. 

 

Our motivation is to propose a similarity entropy-based self-adaptive string outlier detection method. By calculating the 

semantic and structure similarities to reduce the impact of structure factor, and using histogram statistics of similarity entropy 

to determine the threshold, we address the sensitivity problem of threshold. In summary, our contributions mainly lie in three 

aspects: 

 

 Considering the impact of structure on semantic, we propose the new semantic and structure similarities measurement 

mechanisms for string data. In the similarity calculation, matrix computation based on word matching is used to 

calculate the semantic similarity and reduce redundant matching. It is word-level matching rather than character-

level matching. 

 We detect the string outlier data in similarity cell by using the semantic and structure similarities to ensure the 

accuracy of outlier detection. 

 On the basis of similarity entropy, by using the similarity entropy histogram to determine the dynamic threshold, we 

reduce the sensitivity problem of threshold. 

 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in section 2, the related works are described briefly; in section 3, the 

similarity entropy-based self-adaptive string outlier detection method is proposed; in section 4, the simulation results are 

discussed; finally, we discuss conclusions and future works in section 5. 

 

2. Related Work 

 

Nested-Loop algorithm (NL) and cell-based algorithm (CB) are common distance-based algorithm. Among them, the distance 

of each pair of objects between two data blocks is calculated to detect the outliers in Nested-Loop algorithm, but the time 

complexity is high. In order to reduce the time complexity of Nested-Loop algorithm, the outliers are detected by calculating 

the distances between data and counting the number in cell-based algorithm. But only when parameter k≤4, the execution 

time of algorithm is less than NL algorithm and it is very insensitive for parameter. Partition-based algorithm detects the 

outliers by calculating DK(p) that is the distance between data p and kth near neighbors. It can address the problem of cell-

based algorithm, but single distance measurement can’t ensure the accuracy of outlier detection, as shown in [9]. Zhen presents 

outlier detection algorithm based on double distance (DTKA) to detect outliers by using the double distance, but the semantics 

of string data is not considered in this algorithm [10]. Fan presents likelhood of semantic outlier algorithm (LSO) to construct 

the semantic relationship between data first, and then the median of semantic distribution is treated as threshold to detect the 

outliers [11]. However, because the structure factor of data can affect the semantics, some data are likely to be considered as 

the outliers because of grammar feature and structure, such as abbreviation or missing words in string data. Additionally, the 

given threshold in above algorithms has the obvious influence on result. 

 

3. The similarity entropy-based self-adaptive string outlier detection method 

 

3.1. Problem Definition 

 

By considering different distance-based methods for outlier detection, we define the problem of string outlier detection as 

follows. Suppose we are provided with a training set or database D={X1, X2, ... , XN}, where  is the ith string data, and N is the 

number of training samples. Moreover, suppose we also have a test set D*={y0, y1, ... , yM}, where yi is the ith string test sample, 

M is the number of test samples. Our task is to design a function to determine whether  yi in D* is normal data or string outlier. 

That is: 

 

: { , }if y normal outlier
 

 (1) 

 

The distance is the critical parameter to judge whether the test sample is normal or outlier in distance-based methods for 

outlier detection. Therefore, distance-based methods can be denoted in (2), which compare the current testing sample with all 

the training data. In (2), where Dist(·) is a pairwise distance and i is a threshold about Xi. 
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, ( , )i i i inormal x Dist y x
f Dist

outlier otherwise

 
 


（ ）  (2) 

 

For string data, the pairwise distance can reflect the similarity. Therefore, we can modify (2) to (3),  

 (3) 

 

where SimDist(yi, xi) is the pairwise similarity distance, it can be quantized using (4): 

 

 (4) 

 

where SimS(·) denotes the semantic similarity, and SimC(·) denotes the structure similarity. By using (1)-(4), the string 

outlier data can be detected. Here, the impact of structure factor on semantics is considered. 

 

3.2. Similarity Measurement 

 

In this section, considering the semantic, structure and weight factors of string data, we propose the new semantic and structure 

similarities measurement mechanisms. In order to measure the semantics and reduce the redundant matching of pairwise data, 

we adopt matrix computation based on word matching to calculate the semantic similarity. It is the word-level matching. The 

process of matrix computation based on word matching is descripted by two steps. Firstly, the ith training sample Xi (Xi D) 

and any test sample yi (yi D*) need to be mapped to two vectors: 1 2: ( , , , )nV w w w  and *
1 2: ( , , , )mV w w w   , where nw  

and mw  are nth and mth word in Xi and yi. In order to speed up to search Xi in training set D, we depend on the keyword of yi 

and edit distance algorithm to indetify Xi. That is shown in equation (5), where Edist(·) is the edit distance; kwd is the most 

important keyword in sample yi; St(·) is the candidate set, which is obtained by using kwd to retrieval D. In the candidate set, 

all training data contain the keyword of yi. We can calculate the pairwise distance between every data in candidate set and yi 

by using edit distance algorithm, the training data with minimal pairwise distance is Xi. If candidate set is null, SimS(yi, Xi)=0, 

and SimC(yi, Xi)=0. 

 

argmin( ( ( . )))i iX Edist St y kwd  (5) 

 

In order to overcome the shortcoming of edit distance algorithm, we adopt matrix computation based on word matching 

to calculate the semantic similarity in equation (6).  
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(6) 

where C ={ c11, , cij, , cnm,}, and {0,1}ijc  . C can be obtained by cross multiplication between two vectors, it is 

shown in (7) and (8). And 
1 2( , , , )n  χ is the weight vector, which denotes the semantics weight of ith word in data, it 

is shown in (9). 

*TV V C   (7) 
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Because the structure of string data can affect the semantic meaning, we also need to measure the structure similarity of 

pairwise data, as in (10): 
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where η is the switching position factor, it can reflect the impact of position change on semantics, e.g. two strings “you 

like Jim” and “Jim like you”, because of the position change between words, their semantic meanings are different. The 

parameter δ is the position factor. It can reflect the impact of characters on semantics, e.g. two strings “converting point” and 

“converging point”, because of the different individual characters, their semantic meanings are different, too. The parameter 

ρ is the abbreviation factor, which can reflect the change of string abbreviation on semantic meaning, it is shown in (13). The 

parameter η, δ and ρ can be quantized by using (11)-(13): 
 

In (11), MinChagN(yi, Xi) is the minimal operation number of words that yi converts to Xi. And in (12), where | yi | is the 

length of test sample yi, and | Xi | is the length of training sample Xi.  

 

( , )/ | |i i iMinChagN y X y   (11) 

      

1 ,

0 ,

iy is abbreviation

otherwise
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(13) 

Algorithm 1 Similarity Calculation of String Data 

Input: Training Data Samples D={X1, X2, ..., XN }, A Test Sample yi D* 

Output: SimS(yi, Xi), SimC(yi, Xi) 

1. The test sample yi is mapped to the vector V. 

2. The scale parameter n =Size(V). 

3. Construct the word weight vector χ. 

4. Extract the keyword kwd from yi that has the maximum weight in χ. 

5. for each i=1...N, do 

   Construct candidate set St(·) by using kwd to retrieval D, and calculate the edit distance. 

end for 

6.  

7. The training sample Xi is mapped to the vector V*. 

8. Calculate SimS(yi, Xi)=MatrixCalculation(V, V*, χ).  

9. Calculate SimC(yi, Xi) by (10)-(13). 

Function SimS(yi, Xi)=MatrixCalculation(V, V*, χ) 

1. for every element wi←V, i=1...n, do 

2.   for every element wj’←V*, j=1...m, do 

3.    Calculate matrix C by (7)-(8) 

4.  end for 

5. end for 

6. Using the matrix C and vector χ to calculate SimS(yi, Xi) by (6) 

 

3.3. String Outlier Detection 

 

In order to detect the string outlier data accurately by using semantic and structure similarity, we need to construct a new 

distance measurement mechanism, which can combine the similarity to calculate and judge the outlier data. In this subsection, 

we introduce the similarity cell to detect string outlier data. 



argmin( ( ( . )))i iX Edist St y kwd
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From (1), (3), (4) we can find that y can be mapped to two-dimensional space by using the similarity calculation. 

Moreover, in the two-dimensional space, distance can be used to detect outlier data. Therefore, we construct a similarity cell. 

In this cell, the similarity is the important criterion of string outlier detection to be embodied in similarity cell. It is shown in 

Figure 1. 

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. String outlier detection in similarity cell 

The general idea of string outlier detection is illustrated in Figure 1. In the similarity cell, the origin O denotes the 

semantic similarity SimS(yi, Xi)=0, and structure similarity SimC(yi, Xi)=0. The smaller the similarity, the closer the test sample 

is to the origin. In other words, the closer to the origin, the more likely it is outlier data. Therefore, we can use distance-based 

algorithm to measure the distance between origin and test sample. However, normal distance measurements do not combine 

the semantic similarity with structure similarity. Therefore, we adopt a new similarity distance measurement mechanism to 

address this issue. In Figure 1, either normal or outlier data is described by using similarity distance. The normal data are 

denoted by green points. Their similarity distances are all more than threshold. Otherwise, the test samples are outlier data 

(denoted by red points). 

 

Given a test sample yi
D* and a point x* in similarity cell, the similarity distance SimDist(yi, x*) may vary depending 

on specific application or dataset. According to lp-norm distance [12], we define a new l‘p-norm similarity distance SimDist 

(yi, x*) here.  
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 (14) 

where p=1 is the l‘1-norm, and p=2 is the l‘2-norm (we use p=2 in our case). The parameter α is the semantic factor, β is 

the structure factor, and   . SSim is the semantic similarity distance, and CSim is the structure similarity distance. Suppose 

x* is the origin O, x.SimS’ and x.SimC’ are 0, so (14) can be converted to (15). That is shown in below: 
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(15) 

Combining (1)-(4) with (15), if similarity distance is more than threshold τi, the test sample yi is normal; otherwise it is 

the outlier data. 

 

 

Algorithm 2 String Outlier Detection 

Input: Training Data Xi D, Testing Data Sample yi D*, Origin O 

Output: the label of yi 

1. for each i=1...M, do 

2.   Calculate SimS(yi, Xi) by (6) and SimC(yi, Xi) by (10)-(13). 

3.   Calculate similarity distance SimDist(yi, O) by (15). 
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4. end for  
5. Calculate the self-adaptive threshold τi. 

6. for each i=1...M, do 

7. Detect outlier data by using (3) 

 

In order to address the sensitivity problem of threshold, we calculate threshold τi by using the similarity entropy histogram. 

More details will be discussed in next subsection. 

 

3.4. Dynamic Threshold Calculation 

 

From another perspective, string outlier detection may be transformed into cluster searching. The clustering is better between 

test set D* and training set D, the test sample is more likely the normal data. Otherwise, it is likely the outlier data. Information 

Entropy can reflect the clustering’s situation in whole space. In this subsection, we define the similarity entropy as in (16). 

 

2
ˆ ( , ) ( , ) log ( ( , ) )i i i i i iH y x SimS y x SimS y x m    (16) 

 

where m is the minimum factor (m=0.001), so that to avoid the situation when SimS(yi, Xi)=0. 

 

For different test set D* and training set D, the threshold should different. The given threshold is easy to affect the 

accuracy of outlier detection. Therefore, we construct the similarity entropy histogram to calculate threshold τi. 

 

Firstly, for the test sample set D*, we can obtain the maximum and minimum similarity entropy 
  
and 

 by using (16) when semantic similarities are not the same. We suppose the number of levels in histogram is L 

(L=10 in our case), the similarity entropy of kth level is shown as (17). 

 

min
ˆ ( , ) ( )k i i kH H y x p r 

,  
0,1, , 1k L   (17) 

 

where p(rk) denotes the interval of similarity entropy between adjacent two levels. It is defined as in (18). 
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 (18) 

 

According to L and Hk, we can construct the similarity entropy histogram. In this histogram, there are L intervals, and the 

sum of similarity entropies in same interval is its value in histogram. The intervals are (H0, H1), (H1, H2), ..., (HL-2, HL-1).  

 

On this basis, we can calculate the expectation  of similarity entropies by using similarity entropy histogram. The  

 is defined as in (19). 
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(19) 

 

where n is the number of similarity entropy in kth level, and m is the minimum factor. 

Each semantic similarity value is corresponding to a similarity entropy. If one similarity entropy is nearest to , the 

semantic similarity that corresponds to this similarity entropy is threshold τi. It is defined as in (20). 
 

( , ) max( )i ii SimS y x SimS    (20) 
 

where SimS is a set. Because of (16), the same similarity entropy may correspond to different semantic similarities. So, 

there may several semantic similarity values in SimS. The threshold τi is the maximum semantic similarity value in SimS.  
 

max
ˆ ( , )i iH y x

min
ˆ ( , )i iH y x

ˆ ( )H iE L

ˆ ( )H iE L

ˆ ( )H iE L
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ˆˆargmin( ( , ) ( ))i i HSimS H y x E L   (21) 

If there is only one test sample in D* or max min
ˆ ˆ( , ) ( , )i i i iH y x H y x , p(rk) =0, and (19) can be modified to (22). 
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(22) 

4. Experiment Evaluation 

 

In this section, the similarity entropy-based self-adaptive string outlier detection method (SESAOD method) is compared with 

nested-loop algorithm(NL), cell-based algorithm(CB), partition-based algorithm (PB), outlier detection based on double 

distance (DTKA) and Likelhood of semantic outlier algorithm (LSO), so that to verify accuracy of method. All methods are 

performed by C# language (OS: Windows Server 2003; CPU: Core (TM) 2 Duo CPU T6570 2.1GHZ; Memory: 2G; Platform: 

Microsoft VS 2008, SQL Server 2005). The string data of different scales in client information are used to detect the outlier 

data. There are four datasets: 4000(2998 training samples, 1002 test samples), 8008(6008 training samples, 2000 test samples), 

15000(11992 training samples, 3008 test samples), 21000 (15999 training samples, 5001 test samples). By several experiments, 

α =0.8 and β=0.2 are given. 
 

For the results of different experiments, the common performance metrics: precision rate (PCR) and recall rate (RCR)  

[13] are used to estimate the performance of SESAOD method. 

 Precision Rate (PCR): The percentage of correct data that is detected in detection result. 

 (23) 

 Recall Rate (RCR): The percentage of correct data that is detected in all correct result. 
      /Recall T R  (24) 

4.1.     Threshold Detection 
 

We select 4000, 8000, 15000 and 21000 samples to detect the rationality and accuracy of threshold selection. If τi is given in 

SESAOD method, the experimental results of different threshold are shown in Figure 2. From them we can find that, when τi 

is around 0.9, it is satisfactory in both detection results and performance metrics, so the given threshold τi can be 0.9. However, 

for the samples of different scales, experimental results indicate the results may better by using the dynamic threshold. A part 

of results are shown in Table.1 and Table. 2. 

 

Figure 2. The results of different thresholds in 4000 samples 

Table 1. A Part of Comparison Results of given and dynamic threshold for 4000 samples 

τi Detection Result Correct Result PCR RCR 

0.7 435 434 99.77% 43.31% 

0.8 867 862 99.42% 86.03% 

0.882 996 958 96.18% 95.61% 

0.9 941 906 96.28% 90.42% 

 

Pr / /( )ecesion T P T T F  
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Table 2. A Part of Comparison Results of given and dynamic threshold for 8000 samples 

τi Detection Result Correct Result PCR RCR 

0.7 888 885 99.66% 44.25% 

0.8 1886 1802 95.55% 90.10% 

0.9 1905 1860 97.64% 93.00% 

 

In Table 1 and Table 2, we found that when the dynamic threshold τ=0.882 and τ=0.9, the detection results and 

performance metrics may better than given threshold’s results, and dynamic threshold is more precise. The results of 21000 

samples show the same conclusion. Therefore, by using the dynamic threshold we can reduce the sensitivity problem of 

threshold and ensure the accuracy of outlier detection.  

 

4.2.  Outlier Detection Results 
 

In Figure 3-Figure 5, we compare our method with existing methods to estimate the performance of SESAOD method. 

 

In Figure 3, the result of SESAOD method is nearest to the correct result. Because of the single distance measurement, 

some normal data may be considered as the outlier data, the result of PB and DTKA algorithms are more than correct result. 

In Figure 4, the median of semantic distribution is treated as threshold for the LSO algorithm. With the change of semantic 

distribution, the median has a great influence on the threshold, so the precision of LSO algorithm is descending, and the 

change is obvious. For the SESAOD method, not only is the detection result near the correct result, but also the count of 

correct outlier samples; so the precision rate of SESAOD method is highest. 

 

Only precision rate can’t indicate the accuracy of method completely, the recall rate is also the performance metrics. 

According to the results in Figure 3 and Figure 4, we can calculate the recall rate for different scale samples, and the results 

are shown in Figure 5. Because the count of correct outlier samples in detection result is nearly correct, the recall rate of 

SESAOD method is highest. 

 

 
Figure 3. The detection results for the samples of different scales 

       
Figure 4. PCR for the samples of different scales 
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Figure 5. RCR for the samples of different scales 

 

In Figure 6, because of the matrix computation based on the word matching in SESAOD method, it can speed up to 

calculate the similarity. But histogram statistic needs extra time. In general, our presented method is more efficient than other 

algorithms except DTKA. However, ours outperforms other algorithms as shown above. 

 
Figure 6. Speed comparison with different methods 

 

5. Conclusion 

 

In this paper, we propose a similarity entropy-based self-adaptive string outlier detection method to improve the accuracy. In 

the method, we use the matrix computation to calculate the semantic similarity, and use the similarity entropy histogram to 

determine the dynamic threshold, so that to reduce the sensitivity problem of threshold. The experiments show favorable 

results when compared with above other methods. In the future, we will use the semantic relationship to reflect in our method, 

so that to improve the accuracy of outlier detection. 
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